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Abstract
‘Global surgery’ is the term adopted to describe a rapidly
developing multidisciplinary field aiming to provide
improved and equitable surgical care across international
health systems. Sitting at the interface between numerous
clinical and non-clinical specialisms, it encompasses
multiple aspects that surround the treatment of surgical
disease and its equitable provision across health
systems globally. From defining the role of, and need
for, optimal surgical care through to identifying barriers
and implementing improvement, global surgery has an
expansive remit. Advocacy, education, research and clinical
components can all involve surgeons, anaesthetists, nurses
and allied healthcare professionals working together with
non-clinicians, including policy makers, epidemiologists
and economists. Long neglected as a topic within the
global and public health arenas, an increasing awareness
of the extreme disparities internationally has driven
greater engagement. Not necessarily restricted to specific
diseases, populations or geographical regions, these
disparities have led to a particular focus on surgical care in
low-income and middle-income countries with the greatest
burden and needs. This review considers the major factors
defining the interface between surgery, anaesthesia and
public health in these settings.

Introduction
Surgery has famously been described as the
‘neglected stepchild of global health’ and
one of the ‘Cinderellas of the global health
agenda’.1 2 Anaesthesia has fared even worse,
described as the ‘invisible friend’ of the
neglected stepchild.3 As far back as 1980, the
then WHO Director-
General, Dr Halfdan
Mahler, highlighted that ‘the vast majority of
the world’s population has no access whatsoever to skilled surgical care and little is being
done to find a solution’.4 Surgical care is typically considered as too complex, too expensive or having too limited a role to play in
treating the global burden of disease.5
However, growing data now highlight the
underappreciated volume of global surgical
disease, profound variations in the delivery
of surgery globally and cost effectiveness of

Summary box
►► There is a large unmet need for surgical care world-

wide, with surgical conditions and treatments being
poorly recognised and resourced as public health
priorities.
►► Global surgery is the term now adopted to describe
a rapidly developing multidisciplinary field, aiming to
provide equitable and improved surgical care across
international health systems.
►► The emerging global surgery literature is centred on
metrics, data and definitions; however, the underlying issues of workforce, training, equipment, infrastructure and funding also need to be addressed.
These may all be synthesised around the three interdependent pillars of need, access and quality.
►► Global surgery must engage a multidisciplinary
range of individuals, including academics, clinicians,
politicians, economists, and patients, at local, national and international levels.

surgical treatments. Taken together, these
have resulted in increasing recognition of the
need for affordable access to timely, safe and
high quality surgery and anaesthesia services
as essential components of a functional health
system.6 New priorities within healthcare
policy are now recognising this, challenging
these assumptions regarding the relevance
and affordability of surgery and anaesthesia
in under-resourced health systems.7
The evolving interface between surgery,
anaesthesia, public health and global health
has been the result of numerous academic
and policy stimuli, most notably the Lancet
Commission on Global Surgery,8 as well
as the increasing global burden of non-
communicable diseases, many of which
necessitate surgical management.9 Increased
awareness of the major global disparities
surrounding the disease burden amenable to
surgery and the provision of safe surgical care
has led to a particular focus on low-income
and middle-income countries (LMICs), areas
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Figure 1

The multiple facets of global surgery.

with the greatest burden of surgical disease, yet often
with the least capacity to manage it.
‘Global surgery’ is the term commonly adopted to
describe this rapidly developing multidisciplinary field,
concerning the improved and equitable surgical care
across international health systems, often with an explicit
focus on LMICs. However, this is an emerging terminology with variable definitions, unsurprising, given that
the broader concept of ‘global health’ has been variously
described as ‘a metaphor, a conceptual framing, a set of
legal norms, and as a distinct field of practice’.10
We define global surgery and anaesthesia as the enterprise of providing improved and equitable surgical care
to the world’s population, with its core tenets as the
issues of need, access and quality (figure 1). This definition intentionally frames surgery and anaesthesia as
a composite entity, in recognition of the interdependence of these two specialities, but without excluding
other aspects of perioperative care and wider specialisms
supporting this. Despite a clear recognition of the multidisciplinary nature of global surgery in its early definispecialty global surgery moniker fails
tions, the single-
to represent the breadth of the professional community
engaged in this work. We also see value in framing the
issues around need, access and quality, rather than the
means (study, research, practice and advocacy) by which
they are often addressed.
This review updates and quantifies the current evidence
underlying the core principles supporting this definition of global surgery, demonstrating that the emerging
body of work is distinguished by a breadth of approaches
with a commonality of core issues. Furthermore, we
aim to show that global surgery and anaesthesia are not
2

Need, access and quality
Need
Surgical management forms a component of the care
of a broad range of treatable illnesses that represent
around 30% of the global burden of disease. These span
every disease subcategory yet remain out of reach for the
majority of the world’s population.8 11 While there are
an estimated 266 million operations performed globally
every year,12 they are largely restricted to high-income
countries (HICs), with the poorest third of the world’s
population only receiving 3.5% of these.13
The need for surgical provision has been shown to vary
between regions, with areas such as western sub-Saharan
Africa having around 5625 unmet surgical cases per
100 000, compared with Australasia or Western Europe
having no such unmet need.14 Many surgical subspecialties have now begun to also demonstrate the substantial
variation of unmet surgical need within their field in
LMICs, including neurosurgery,15 16 paediatric surgery17 18
and anaesthesia.19
From an obstetric perspective, the caesarean section is
now the most commonly performed surgical procedure
globally. Despite this, the greatest burden of maternal
mortality falls on LMICs,20 where limited access to safe
and timely surgery hinders treatment of major complications.21 Even where this is available, maternal deaths
following caesarean sections in LMICs remain 100
times higher than those in HICs, and around one-third
of babies born in these settings will also die.22 Timely
access to caesarean section is required for safe childbirth
when needed, with models suggesting a 60% reduction
in maternal mortality rates when LMICs increase their
caesarean section rates to the WHO-
recommended
levels.23
Frustratingly, despite these high-
level estimations,
there remains a relative paucity of data relating to access,
capacity and quality in many resource-
limited countries.12 24 Such concerns are beginning to be addressed,
with prospective multinational studies such as the
GlobalSurg Collaboration25 26 and the African Surgical
Outcome Study (ASOS)27 providing insights into these.
In addition, the rapid spread of internet-enabled mobile
devices has facilitated data collection and allowed for the
expansion of clinical registries, providing clinicians with
data to drive local quality improvement and researchers
with aggregated data to inform policy. Future work needs
to concentrate on ensuring consistent definitions and
data fields to limit redundancy and to maximise collaboration.28 29
The developing literature on unmet surgical need presents an increasingly nuanced picture. As an example, rises
in road traffic use with economic development is driving
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led by any given clinical specialty, but instead have the
patient requiring surgery as their focus. It is as much the
responsibility of the policy maker and the public health
researcher, as it is of the operating clinician.
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Access
The financing, organising and delivery of healthcare in
LMICs face significant challenges.34 Considering access to
surgical care, previous reviews highlight the complex and
multifactorial barriers within these settings.35 36 Broadly,
individuals who fail to access surgical care are most often
limited by cost or economic factors,35 37 geographical
location,37 38 services lacking sufficient capacity35 36 or
sociocultural factors prohibiting access.35
Rational geospatial distribution of hospitals and emergency care is rare in many settings, with tertiary centres
clustered in political or academic centres. This is particularly problematic in countries with large distributed
populations, a high proportion of rural poor and fragmented transport networks. Access is severely limited in
many such regions, with the average patient in Tanzania
needing to travel 119 km to reach surgical care39 and
74 km for those in Ghana.40 To compound this, international efforts at improving surgical care are often concentrated in larger urban centres.
Capacity
Approximately 70% of deaths following emergency
general surgery occur within LMICs, with such regions
reporting fewer than one operating theatre per 100 000
inhabitants (compared with >14 per 100 000 in some
HICs).41 Basic infrastructure for surgery is frequently in
short supply, limiting the consistency with which healthcare facilities can provide basic surgical care42 ; as an
example, running water was only available in 50% of
Gambian health facilities,43 and oxygen supplies with
masks and tubing were available in only 26% of Rwandan
health facilities.44 High rates of delayed or cancelled
procedures in LMICs have been shown to arise through
both poor infrastructure45 46 and equipment shortages.46
Workforce
The healthcare workforce gap remains substantial; a
recent estimate put the number of surgeons, obstetricians
and anaesthetists in the world at just over 2 million,12
with an estimated 1.27 million more required by 2030 to
achieve the minimal surgical workforce densities.47 LMICs
represent 48% of the global population but house only
Bath M, et al. BMJ Global Health 2019;4:e001808. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2019-001808

19% of surgeons and 15% of anaesthesiologists worldwide,48 alongside substantial variation in their national
distributions.49 With such sparsity in national-level data
on healthcare providers,50 more work is required to identify areas with the greatest need to focus improvement
efforts.
Given the shortage of trained surgeons and anaesthetists, surgical tasks are frequently performed by
non-
specialist physicians and non-
physician clinicians
in low-resource settings, and training ‘midlevel practitioners’ is being increasingly supported. These healthcare workers have a variable level of training and often
facilitate ‘task shifting’ to compensate for a lack of trained
doctors. Task shifting can be controversial and is not as
widely accepted in surgery compared with other healthcare areas, although this may change.51–54
Previous work investigating surgical, obstetric and
anaesthetic task shifting documented surgical task
shifting in 19 of 52 countries and anaesthetic task shifting
in 119 of 147 countries studied.55 Augmenting the global
surgical, obstetric and anaesthetic workforce in this way
across geographical regions and income groups highlights the potential these workers have in upscaling the
workforce.55 However, clearly defining the limits of task
shifting, ensuring adequate training and supervision,
providing adequate recognition and remuneration, developing appropriate tools and guidelines, and ensuring
engagement with regulatory bodies will be important.54
Cost and economics
Surgical care is often thought of as complex and expensive, potentially limiting its application within global
health efforts, and the risk of financial hardship for
the individual patient following surgery remains high
worldwide.56 However, a number of economic evaluations of surgical treatment have shown surgery to be
cost-effective,57 including those performed at a regional
hospital level.58 Surgical treatments have cost effectiveness comparable to other standard public health interventions, such as oral rehydration treatments or antiretroviral therapy.59 60 Work from the Global Burden of
Disease 2010 Study showed that over a fifth of the LMIC
injury burden could be avoided through basic surgical
care61 and that these interventions save lives, rather than
just ameliorating potential disability.61
This economic quantification makes a powerful
argument for improving provision of surgery and
supporting services as part of global health improvement
programmes. Decision-makers do not necessarily allocate
funds proportional to avertable mortality and morbidity
but demand effective interventions with credible metrics
to measure success.62 Consequently, improvements in
defining the burden of surgical disease, the cost effectiveness of interventions and key performance indicators
can all help bolster the political prioritisation of global
surgery. Given the favourable economic research on cost
effectiveness and the wider impact on alleviating impoverishment and promoting development, national health
3
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an increase in trauma globally, concentrated in LMICs
with substantial deficiencies in trauma capacity.30 31 This
creates a need for primary prevention strategies, prehospital and emergency care, surgical and anaesthetic intervention, critical care and rehabilitation.32 Defining this
as a ‘surgical need’ is clearly inadequate; instead, a functional trauma system is required, of which surgery forms
a core component. It has been shown that increasing the
surgical workforce only correlates with decreased road
traffic deaths in countries that have formal emergency
medical services.33 Hence, it is less helpful to characterise
variations in surgical need, provision and access across
different subspecialties, rather than deficiencies in the
overall perioperative system.
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Quality
An estimated 4.2 million people die worldwide each year
within 30 days of surgery, more than from HIV, tuberculosis and malaria combined, with half of these deaths
occurring in LMICs.64 Yet little is known about the quality
of surgery globally at a national level, as robust postoperative mortality rates are limited. Populations that need
surgical care will clearly only benefit from it if they have
appropriate access, with the capacity to meet their needs,
and if the care delivered is of a sufficient quality. Inadequate access to high-quality healthcare not only results
in significant mortality but also imposes significant
economic burden, impacting those in LMICs the most.57
Recent work suggests that the quality of, rather
than access to, care is the dominant driver in overall
outcomes.65 The ASOS and GlobalSurg Collaborative cohort studies have confirmed that perioperative
mortality and morbidity are up to seven times higher in
resource-poor settings than in high-income ones.25–27 66
As such, perioperative mortality rates have been recommended as an indicator of access to safe surgery and
anaesthesia,67 alongside newer tools that measure the
quality of surgical care provided in LMICs.68
Anaesthesia is fundamental to modern surgical practice; however, the specialty is often poorly developed in
many LMICs. Anaesthesia machines and the capacity for
performing general anaesthesia are only available in 43%
and 56% of LMICs, respectively,69 despite a high need
for surgery. Reported perioperative mortality rates far
exceed those in HICs,70 and a lack of safe anaesthesia
constitutes a major barrier to safe surgery in many low-
resource settings.
Several reviews highlight the need for investment to
develop the requisite infrastructure and workforce for
safe anaesthesia, as well as the need to improve existing
service quality.71 72 However, the standing of anaesthesia
lags behind that of surgery in many countries, where it
is seen as a non-physician or technician role, with poor
4

governance and a lack of advocacy at ministerial level
limiting efforts to improve provision.
Fortunately, this picture is improving, with an
increasing recognition of the role of anaesthesia in
delivering surgical care by both governmental and non-
governmental organisations. International initiatives such
as the Global Oximetry Project73 and the WHO Surgical
Safety Checklist74 are working to provide a global framework for evidence-
based anaesthesia quality improvement75; the use of the WHO checklist remains lower in
LMICs, but its impact in reducing 30-day mortality post
emergency laparotomy is greater than that in HICs.76
A number of models have been proposed for
improving the recruitment, training and retention of
anaesthesia providers.77 78 There remains a critical lack
of funding to support the development of safe anaesthesia in many settings, and this needs to be addressed
at regional, national and international levels. Despite
the Lancet Commission recommending the tracking and
reporting of core surgical indicators,6 current availability
of these metrics is poor, with a sizeable proportion of
countries having virtually no data available.12 Postoperative complications are known to increase treatment costs
and to reduce both life expectancy and quality of life
worldwide,79 yet if global perioperative care standards,
anaesthesia included, are to meaningfully improve, more
primary data are required to drive policy makers and
health ministers to provide the financial and political
support required.
Role of national and international bodies
The principal responsibility for populations suffering
from surgically treatable diseases lies with their respective
governments. The World Health Assembly in 2015 unanimously passed resolution 68.15, calling for its members
to recognise this care as a critical and integral component
of universal health coverage.80 Subsequent work towards
developing and implementing new National Surgical
Obstetric and Anaesthetic Plans (NSOAPs) demonstrates
the response to this call.81 These support surgical system
strengthening through a three-step process, consisting
of a national baseline assessment, facility assessments
and national planning, which is fully integrated into a
country’s national health strategy.82 Zambia was the first
country to complete this,83 and a total of five countries
have now launched their NSOAPs, with over 20 countries
having committed to initiating similar processes.84 85
International professional bodies, such as the College
of Surgeons of East, Central and Southern Africa and
the College of Anaesthesiologists for East Central and
Southern Africa, are also working to champion increased
standards, enhanced training and improved professional
regulation of specialist medical practitioners. This is
supported by a constellation of political, academic and
charitable organisations operating at the policy level,
including the WHO Global Initiative for Emergency and
Essential Surgical Care.
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financing will likely become supplemented by combinations of external sources (eg, grants from international
funding agencies), the private sector (eg, private insurance) and the public sector (eg, revenues from taxation
or social security contributions).63
The over-riding lesson from the emerging literature on
surgical access is the importance of the interface between
politics, economics and healthcare. While need can be
explored by research partnerships and local clinicians,
access remains largely in the control of governments.
The degree by which a population and its government
will accept a given model of healthcare is not always
predictable and will need to develop alongside political
will and expediency. Strategic planning for perioperative
services should involve a consortium of researchers, clinicians, politicians, economists, patients and the public.
These decisions need to be informed by primary data but
remain fundamentally political and economic.
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Volunteering and charitable support
A wide array of charities and non-governmental organisations are involved in the global effort to improve surgical
services. These vary in their approach, including those
providing practice guidelines and standards, such as the
World Federation of Societies of Anaesthesiologists (
www.wfsahq.org), groups providing training and essential equipment, such as the Lifebox Foundation (www.
lifebox.org),87 and volunteer clinical staff organisations,
such as VSO (www.vsointernational.org).
Agencies often have discrete objectives or a particular
area of focus, and some work exclusively in particular
countries or even single hospitals. Those that have developed long-
term partnerships between institutions are
typically the most sustainable in their impact, although
these require a high level of support to remain effective.
International programmes are able to work through these
partnerships to provide specific and targeted training
and equipment.88
The funding support for surgical care in LMICs is
poorly understood.89 Between 2008 and 2013, around
$27 billion was provided by charitable organisations
towards global health, of which around 12% was towards
surgery.90 Most of these charitable contributions are often
focused towards elective procedures and are not fully
Bath M, et al. BMJ Global Health 2019;4:e001808. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2019-001808

aligned with global surgical care requirements.89 90 Moreover, while temporary missions are the most common
platform by which charitable surgical care is delivered,91
the benefit is often limited and is seen as an imperfect
solution to countries’ unmet surgical needs.91 92 Quantification of financial support and the development of
long-standing bidirectional partnerships should be the
mainstay of every charitable support mission.93
The provision of surgical services is significantly hindered
by the lack of essential surgical supplies and equipment
in low-resource settings. The WHO estimates that 95% of
medical equipment in LMICs is imported and that 80%
of it is funded by international donors or foreign governments.94 In the longer term, appropriate funding and
supply chains for medical equipment need to be established. However, many charitable organisations have been
set up to alleviate short-term needs by providing discarded
clean and unused medical supplies from HIC hospitals.95–98
If run appropriately, such cost-effective needs-based donation could reduce waste and provide substantial benefits
to recipient communities.99 However, while up to 70% of
medical equipment in sub-Saharan Africa is donated,100
current estimates suggest that only 10%–30% of this
becomes operational.101 102 While best-practice guidelines
for donations of medical equipment and supplies exist,
there is a need for greater adherence to these and in developing longer-term partnerships to work in closer collaboration with recipients.103
The role of volunteers in improving surgical care is
complex, given the need for immediate surgical care
but also for a sustainable contribution to improving
local surgical provision. Criticism can be made of both
approaches, with immediate care absolving local health
providers from providing care for their populace, while
long-term projects can fail to deliver the much-needed
surgical intervention for current patients. In practice, a
dual approach is required, although the scant funding
available often means that charities are forced to operate
in competition with each other.
Interest among HIC trainees wanting increased exposure
to global surgery is high104–107; however, several barriers limit
the development of any formalised training pathway, such
as logistical and time constraints or limited funding opportunities.104 107 Such formalised training could, however,
prove feasible within current training models108 and may
even benefit home health organisations.109 Ensuring that
institutional partnerships are developed is essential to
allow for bidirectional international exchanges93; however,
sustainability and high ethical standards must be ensured.
With growing momentum behind the global surgery movement, a more formalised career pathway in global surgery
and anaesthesia could come to fruition.
Future health policy and research in global surgery
The recognition of both surgery and anaesthesia as key
areas in the global health debate is comparatively recent,
and surgical conditions and treatments remain poorly
5
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Central to these national and international approaches
is the recognition that surgical care represents an ‘indivisible, indispensable part of health care and of progress towards universal health coverage’.86 The care of
the patient with a surgically treatable condition requires
more than an isolated surgeon in an operating room; the
surgical system reaches from prehospital care through
to rehabilitation and, even within the hospital environment, relies on the emergency department, anaesthesia,
critical care, radiology and pathology services. This multifaceted relationship both underpins the value of surgery
in healthcare system strengthening and explains the
complexity in driving improvement.
However this concept, clearly articulated in the
Lancet Commission, may not survive contact with reality.
Although system strengthening is commonly namechecked, the use of established systems methodologies
and approaches are largely lacking in the global surgery
and anaesthesia literature. This may help explain why
advocacy for surgical care is often so difficult. Rather than
the clean narrative of pathology-specific vertical interventions with easily measurable end points, improving
surgical care necessitates a more nuanced understanding
of horizontal system strengthening and an appreciation
that focussing on overall mortality and morbidity might
mask genuine improvements in specific areas that are
still insufficient to affect the overall clinical trajectory
at a population level. National and international bodies
will need to embrace new ways of thinking if they are to
grasp the nettle of improving surgical care on a population basis.
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Global surgical collaboratives may be one effective
means to facilitate and train local health workers to
engage with such research and quality improvement
endeavours,118 119 as at present, research from LMICs
represents only about 4% of surgical literature.120
However, a genuine sense of collaboration can be
achieved by encouraging locally driven and locally accessible research and quality improvement.121 This includes
engaging local clinicians to lead on topics that may be
rare or less relevant to high-income clinicians but are
important in low-resource settings.122 Moreover, in addition to surgical disease-specific research, there is also a
need to ensure global outcome comparisons by means
of certain patient groups, such as children,61 surgical
approach, such as laparoscopy,123 or operative intervention, such as anastomosis formation.124
Future directions for developing and implementing
global surgery health policy is a topic of ongoing debate.
The Lancet Commission on Global Surgery suggested
that a broad array of ongoing research themes are
required, including policy, quality and safety, training
and education, partnership, information management
and care delivery innovation and burden.6 For this to be
delivered, there is a need for clinicians, the public health
policy community and other stakeholders to agree on the
specific surgical conditions and treatments warranting
investment,125 ensuring an effective public positioning
to attract suitable political support.126 Individuals and
organisations from across the globe should work collectively and interprofessionally with HIC and LMIC partners working in equal contributions to build the surgical
systems of the future.127
Conclusion
Global surgery and anaesthesia can be defined as the
multidisciplinary enterprise of seeking to provide
improved and equitable surgical care to the world’s population, based around the central pillars of need, access
and quality (figure 1). This deliberately broad definition
includes disadvantaged areas of otherwise wealthy countries as much as it does LMICs, and covers the spectrum
of activities from primary research, through public health
interventions and policy making, to direct improvements
in clinical care. It does not focus on the events that occur
in the operating theatre alone, or attribute ownership
of either patients or their pathologies to a single clinical provider, but instead frames surgical care as an integrated pathway within a wider health system that requires
multiple elements working in concert to deliver safe,
timely and affordable care.
There remains a need to redefine global surgery and
anaesthesia not by its tools or constituent specialisms
but by its aims. Delineating need, access and quality into
discrete entities is a useful device to structure discussion.
In practice, however, they are heavily interdependent,
and efforts at understanding and improving existing care
will necessarily involve an element of each. Importantly,
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recognised as a public health priority.110 Public health
and infectious diseases have developed an evidence base
to underpin future work, and while this remains in relative infancy for both surgery and anaesthesia, research
studies in the field are now driving development of future
interventional projects.25 26
In order to manage surgical health systems and to
monitor their development, it is first necessary to establish meaningful and comparable baseline data on need,
access and quality. Six standardised metrics for capturing
health system dimensions of capacity, service delivery
and outcomes were put forward by the Lancet Commission on Global Surgery: (1) 2-hour access to the three
Bellwether procedures (caesarean delivery, emergency
laparotomy and management of an open fracture); (2)
surgeon, anaesthetist and obstetrician workforce >20
per 100 000; (3) surgical volume of 5000 procedures per
100 000; (4) reporting of perioperative mortality rates;
(5) risk rates of catastrophic expenditure and (6) impoverishment when requiring surgery.8
Some of these have now been included among the
WHO 100 Core Global Health Indicators, and four have
since been published in the World Bank’s World Development Indicators. Unfortunately, none are yet collected
routinely and reported to the WHO, with data collection frequently driven by professional associations and
researchers rather than governments. A recent evaluation of these six global surgery metrics revealed that only
one (workforce) had data from more than half of the
WHO member states, and two (protection against catastrophic and impoverishing expenditure) had virtually
no data collected.12
At present, the future model of surgical provision is not
yet clear; whether funding should go into a few very high-
quality centres with better transport links or through
multiple centres to integrate surgery into a more familiar
tiered model of expanded district hospitals remains
undetermined.111 112 The role of new technologies to
improve global health also remains uncertain but offers
considerable potential, provided it is affordable, acceptable and adoptable.113
Traditionally, clinical academics have been slow to
engage with and support the global surgery cause,
although the importance of this field is now being
recognised.114 In the UK, the National Institute for
Health Research funds a number of research groups with
an explicit focus on global surgery.115 116 As part of this,
a recent international Delphi process has engaged LMIC
clinicians, patients and expert methodologists to prioritise future research into areas of unmet clinical need for
surgical patients in LMICs; this has led to the identification of three priority topics: access to surgery, outcomes
of cancer surgery and perioperative care.117 The recent
publication of a dedicated global surgery issue by the
British Journal of Surgery reflects the growing academic
recognition of this field,62 allowing for a revolutionary
dynamic between HIC and LMIC researchers.
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